Insomnia Bobby Dees Ermittelt Band 2
This is likewise one of the factors by obtaining the soft documents of this insomnia bobby dees ermittelt band 2 by
online. You might not require more become old to spend to go to the ebook creation as with ease as search for
them. In some cases, you likewise do not discover the pronouncement insomnia bobby dees ermittelt band 2 that you
are looking for. It will enormously squander the time.
However below, when you visit this web page, it will be suitably unquestionably easy to get as capably as
download lead insomnia bobby dees ermittelt band 2
It will not believe many get older as we notify before. You can reach it even if play a role something else at house
and even in your workplace. as a result easy! So, are you question? Just exercise just what we meet the expense of
under as skillfully as evaluation insomnia bobby dees ermittelt band 2 what you in imitation of to read!

The Last Widow Karin Slaughter 2019-08-20 Karin Slaughter, the New York Times bestselling author of PIeces
of Her, brings back Will Trent and Sara Linton in this superb and timely thriller full of devious twists, disturbing
secrets, and shocking surprises you won’t see coming A mysterious kidnapping On a hot summer night, a scientist
from the Centers for Disease Control is grabbed by unknown assailants in a shopping center parking lot. The
authorities are desperate to save the doctor who’s been vanished into thin air. A devastating explosion One month
later, the serenity of a sunny Sunday afternoon is shattered by the boom of a ground-shaking blast—followed by
another seconds later. One of Atlanta’s busiest and most important neighborhoods has been bombed—the location
of Emory University, two major hospitals, the FBI headquarters, and the CDC. A diabolical enemy Medical examiner
Sara Linton and her partner Will Trent, an investigator with the Georgia Bureau of Investigation, rush to the
scene—and into the heart of a deadly conspiracy that threatens to destroy thousands of innocent lives. When the
assailants abduct Sara, Will goes undercover to save her and prevent a massacre—putting his own life on the
line for the woman and the country he loves.
Broken Karin Slaughter 2010-06-22 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Features a new introduction on the origins
of the Will Trent novels and Broken’s place in the series Karin Slaughter’s internationally bestselling novels are
as notable for their vivid portraits of lives shadowed by loss and heartbreak as they are for their dramatic
criminal investigations. Broken features the return of her most compelling characters and introduces memorable new
ones in a tale of corruption, murder, and confrontation that will leave more than one life . . . When Special Agent
Will Trent arrives in Grant County, he finds a police department determined to protect its own and far too many
unanswered questions about a prisoner’s death. He doesn’t understand why Officer Lena Adams is hiding secrets
from him. He doesn’t understand her role in the death of Grant County’s popular police chief. He doesn’t understand
why that man’s widow, Dr. Sara Linton, needs him now more than ever to help her crack this case. While the police
force investigates the murder of a young woman pulled from a frigid lake, Trent investigates the police force,
putting pressure on Adams just when she’s already about to crack. Caught between two complicated and
determined women, trying to understand Linton’s passionate distrust of Adams, the facts surrounding Chief
Tolliver’s death, and the complexities of this insular town, Trent will unleash a case filled with explosive
secrets—and encounter a thin blue line that could be murderous if crossed. Spellbinding and keenly paced, Broken is
Karin Slaughter at her best. Here is an unforgettable story of raw emotions, dangerous assumptions, the deadly
and layered game of betrayal, and a man’s determination to expose the most painful of human truths—no matter
how deeply they’re hidden . . . or how devastating.

The Cutting Room Jilliane Hoffman 2012-07-05 The chilling new psychological thriller from the bestselling
author of Retribution and Pretty Little Things
The Drowned Girls Loreth Anne White 2017-06-20 Trying to break into the all-male homicide division, Detective
Angie Pallorino works to solve the mystery of several mutilated, drowned women, which drives her to confront
her troubled past and deal with feelings for her partner.
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French Lessons Ellen Sussman 2011 A heartbroken and pregnant woman, a neglected ex-pat housewife and the
husband of a high-profile movie star experience profound life changes while exploring Paris with their French tutors
throughout the course of a single day. By the award-winning author of On a Night Like This. Original. 100,000
first printing.
The Kept Woman Karin Slaughter 2016-09-20 “Part True Detective, part The Girl on the Train. All parts
gripping.” --theSkimm The New York Times bestselling author of Pieces of Her returns with an electrifying,
emotionally complex thriller that plunges Will Trent into the darkest depths of a mystery that just might
destroy him. Husbands and wives. Mothers and daughters. The past and the future. Secrets bind them. And secrets
can destroy them. With the discovery of a murder at an abandoned construction site, Will Trent of the Georgia
Bureau of Investigation is brought in on a case that becomes much more dangerous when the dead man is identified as
an ex-cop. Studying the body, Sara Linton—the GBI’s newest medical examiner and Will’s lover—realizes that the
extensive blood loss didn't belong to the corpse. Sure enough, bloody footprints leading away from the scene
indicate there is another victim—a woman—who has vanished . . . and who will die soon if she isn’t found. Will is
already compromised, because the site belongs to the city’s most popular citizen: a wealthy, powerful, and
politically connected athlete protected by the world’s most expensive lawyers—a man who’s already gotten
away with rape, despite Will’s exhaustive efforts to put him away. But the worst is yet to come. Evidence soon
links Will’s troubled past to the case . . . and the consequences will tear through his life with the force of a
tornado, wreaking havoc for Will and everyone around him, including his colleagues, family, friends—and even the
suspects he pursues. Relentlessly suspenseful and furiously paced, peopled with conflicted, fallible characters
who leap from the page, The Kept Woman is a seamless blend of twisty police procedural and ingenious
psychological thriller -- a searing, unforgettable novel of love, loss, and redemption.

The Perfect Girl Gilly Macmillan 2016-09-06 The New York Times bestselling author of What She Knew returns
with an electrifying new novel about how the past will always find us... "Literary suspense at its finest.”—Mary
Kubica, New York Times bestselling author of Pretty Baby “A wonderfully addictive book with virtuoso plotting
and characters - for anyone who loved Girl on the Train, it’s a must read.” — Rosamund Lupton Zoe Maisey is a
seventeen-year-old musical prodigy with a genius IQ. Three years ago, she was involved in a tragic incident that
left three classmates dead. She served her time, and now her mother, Maria, is resolved to keep that devastating
fact tucked far away from their new beginning, hiding the past even from her new husband and demanding Zoe do the
same. Tonight Zoe is giving a recital that Maria has been planning for months. It needs to be the performance of her
life. But instead, by the end of the evening, Maria is dead. In the aftermath, everyone—police, family, Zoe’s former
solicitor, and Zoe herself—tries to piece together what happened. But as Zoe knows all too well, the truth is
rarely straightforward, and the closer we are to someone, the less we may see.
All the Little Pieces Jilliane Hoffman 2016-06-02
A Place of Hiding Elizabeth George 2003 A trip to a wintry island in the English Channel spells peril for forensic
scientist Simon St. James and his wife, Deborah, when they discover that the legacy of World War II still haunts
the isle's inhabitants.
A Merciful Death Kendra Elliot 2017-01-17 FBI special agent Mercy Kilpatrick has been waiting her whole life for
disaster to strike. A prepper since childhood, Mercy grew up living off the land--and off the grid--in rural Eagle's
Nest, Oregon. Until a shocking tragedy tore her family apart and forced her to leave home. Now a predator known
as the cave man is targeting the survivalists in her hometown, murdering them in their homes, stealing huge numbers
of weapons, and creating federal suspicion of a possible domestic terrorism event. But the crime scene details are
eerily familiar to an unsolved mystery from Mercy's past. Sent by the FBI to assist local law enforcement, Mercy
returns to Eagle's Nest to face the family who shunned her while maintaining the facade of a law-abiding citizen.
There, she meets police chief Truman Daly, whose uncle was the cave man's latest victim. He sees the survivalist
side of her that she desperately tries to hide, but if she lets him get close enough to learn her secret, she might not
survive the fallout...
Plea of Insanity Jilliane Hoffman 2008-01-31 The prosecutor- Julia Valenciano. Young, ambitious and facing a
case that could launch her career. The defendant - David Marquette. A successful Miami surgeon and devoted
family man. The victims - Marquette's own wife and three small children. The plea- Not Guilty by Reason of
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Insanity. But the state suspects Marquette's insanity defence is being fabricated to disguise murders that were
cold-blooded and calculated. Worse, Julia believes Marquette could be responsible for a string of unsolved,
brutal homicides. The distraught survivor could just be one of the most prolific and elusive serial killers in
Florida's history. The trial will take Julia on a painful personal journey back to a past she has struggled for
fifteen years to forget. And it will bring her face to face with a future that is so frightening, she's not sure if she
even wants to see it.
That Night Chevy Stevens 2014-06-17 As a teenager, Toni Murphy had a life full of typical adolescent
complications: a boyfriend she adored, a younger sister she couldn't relate to, a strained relationship with her
parents, and classmates who seemed hell-bent on making her life miserable. Things weren't easy, but Toni could never
have predicted how horrific they would become until her younger sister was brutally murdered one summer night.
Toni and her boyfriend, Ryan, were convicted of the murder and sent to prison. Now thirty-four, Toni, is out on
parole and back in her hometown, struggling to adjust to a new life on the outside. Prison changed her, hardened
her, and she's doing everything in her power to avoid violating her parole and going back. This means having
absolutely no contact with Ryan, avoiding fellow parolees looking to pick fights, and steering clear of trouble in
all its forms. But nothing is making that easy—not Ryan, who is convinced he can figure out the truth; not her
mother, who doubts Toni's innocence; and certainly not the group of women who made Toni's life hell in high school
and may have darker secrets than anyone realizes. No matter how hard she tries, ignoring her old life to start a
new one is impossible. Before Toni can truly move on, she must risk everything to find out what really happened
that night.But in That Night by Chevy Stevens, the truth might be the most terrifying thing of all.

The Great Bagarozy Helmut Krausser 1998 Cora Dulz is a psychiatrist, married and in her mid-thirties, with a
husband who seems uninterested in h er. Professionaly, Cora''s life reaches a state of crisis, wh en she falls in love
with one of her patients '
Misterioso Arne Dahl 2012 Detective Paul Hjelm is placed into an elite team of officers and sent on a mission to
track down a killer who has been targeting business leaders, a case that pits them against the Russian Mafia and
Sweden's secret societies.

Frozen Heat Richard Castle 2012-09-11 NYPD Homicide Detective Nikki Heat gets more mystery than she imagined
when she arrives at her latest crime scene. The body of an unidentified woman has been found stabbed to death and
stuffed inside a suitcase left sitting on a Manhattan street. A startling enough death, but an even bigger shock
comes when this new homicide surprisingly connects to the unsolved murder of Detective Heat's own mother. The
gruesome killing of this Jane Doe launches Heat on a dangerous and emotional investigation, rekindling the cold case
that has haunted her since she was nineteen. Paired once again with her romantic and investigative partner, top
journalist Jameson Rook, Heat works to solve the mystery of the body in the suitcase while she also digs into
unexplored areas of her mother's background—areas Nikki has been afraid to confront before, but now must. Facing
relentless danger as someone targets her for the next kill, Heat's search will unearth painful family truths, expose
a startling hidden life, and cause Nikki to reexamine her own past. Heat's passionate quest takes her and Rook from
the back alleys of Manhattan to the avenues of Paris, trying to catch a ruthless killer. The question is, now
that her mother's cold case has unexpectedly thawed, will Nikki Heat finally be able to solve the dark mystery
that has been her demon for ten years?
Philostratus John Swinnerton Phillimore 1912
Just One Evil Act Elizabeth George 2013-10-15 #1 New York Times bestselling author of The Punishment She
Deserves Elizabeth George delivers another masterpiece of suspense in her Inspector Lynley series: a gripping child-indanger story that tests Detective Sergeant Barbara Havers as never before. Barbara is at a loss: Hadiyyah, the
daughter of her friend Taymullah Azhar, has been taken by her mother, and Barbara can’t really help. Azhar has no
legal claim. Just when Azhar is beginning to accept his soul-crushing loss, he gets more shocking news: Hadiyyah has
been kidnapped from an Italian marketplace. As both Barbara and her partner, Inspector Thomas Lynley, soon
discover, the case is far more complex than a typical kidnapping, revealing secrets that could have far-reaching
effects outside of the investigation. With both her job and the life of a little girl on the line, Barbara must decide
what matters most and how far she’s willing to go to protect it.
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Say You're Sorry Michael Robotham 2012-10-02 TWO MISSING GIRLS. TWO BRUTAL MURDERS. ALL
CONNECTED TO ONE FARM HOUSE. WHO IS TO BLAME? When pretty and popular teenagers Piper Hadley and
Tash McBain disappear one Sunday morning, the investigation captivates a nation but the girls are never found.
Three years later, during the worst blizzard in a century, a husband and wife are brutally killed in the farmhouse
where Tash McBain once lived. A suspect is in custody, a troubled young man who can hear voices and claims that
he saw a girl that night being chased by a snowman. Convinced that Piper or Tash might still be alive, clinical
psychologist Joe O'Loughlin and ex-cop Vincent Ruiz, persuade the police to re-open the investigation. But they are
racing against time to save the girls from someone with an evil, calculating and twisted mind...
Victim 2117 Jussi Adler-Olsen 2021-03-02 In the heart-pounding next installment of the New York Times and #1
internationally bestselling Department Q series, a terrifying international investigation reveals the complex
backstory of one of the department's own—the enigmatic Assad. The newspaper refers to the body only as Victim
2117—the two thousand one hundred and seventeenth refugee to die in the Mediterranean Sea. But to three people,
the unnamed victim is so much more, and the death sets off a chain of events that throws Department Q,
Copenhagen’s cold cases division led by Detective Carl M rck, into a deeply dangerous—and deeply personal—case.
A case that not only reveals dark secrets about the past, but has deadly implications for the future. For
troubled Danish teen Alexander, whose identity is hidden behind his computer screen, the death of Victim 2117
becomes a symbol of everything he resents and the perfect excuse to unleash his murderous impulses in real life. For
Ghaalib, one of the most brutal tormentors from Abu Ghraib—Saddam Hussein’s infamous prison—the death of
Victim 2117 is the first step in a terrorist plot years in the making. And for Department Q’s Assad, Victim 2117 is
a link to his buried past—and the family he assumed was long dead. With the help of the Department Q
squad—Carl, Rose, and Gordon—Assad must finally confront painful memories from his years in the Middle East in
order to find and capture Ghaalib. But with the clock ticking down to Alexander’s first kill and Ghaalib’s
devastating attack, the thinly spread Department Q will need to stay one step ahead of their most lethal
adversary yet if they are to prevent the loss of thousands of innocent lives.

The Caller Chris Carter 2017-02-23 Don't miss GENESIS, the latest must-read serial killer thriller from master
of the genre, Chris Carter. Available to order now. THE SUNDAY TIMES NUMBER ONE BESTSELLER Be careful
before answering your next call. It could be the beginning of your worst nightmare. After a tough week, Tanya
Kaitlin is looking forward to a relaxing night in, but as she steps out of her shower, she hears her phone ring. The
video call request comes from her best friend, Karen Ward. Tanya takes the call and the nightmare begins.
Detectives Robert Hunter and Carlos Garcia are thrown into a rollercoaster of evil, chasing a predator who
scouts the streets and social media networks for victims, taunting them with secret messages and feeding on their
fear. AS ADDICTIVE AS A TV BOXSET! What the reviewers are saying: 'Carter has a background in criminal
psychology and the killers at the centre of his novels are all the more terrifying for it.' Mail on Sunday, chosen
for 'If You Only Pack One' 'Carter is one of those authors who makes writing look effortless ... I couldn't put it
down' Crime Squad 'An insanely good crime series. Extraordinarily well written, high quality and high drama all
the way' Liz Loves Books 'An intriguing and scary thriller' Better Reading 'A gripping feast of thrills' Shots 'A
gripping psychological thriller' Breakaway 'Very satisfying read' Falcata Times
Last Witness Jilliane Hoffman 2014 Heading a task force that is investigating a series of police officer murders,
agent Dominick Falconetti pursues leads related to a missing gang member with drug connections.
Bridged Kendra Elliot 2015-01-13 "Wall Street Journal" Bestseller After a congressman s tortured body is
found dangling from a Portland bridge, the FBI joins the Oregon State Police to investigate the case and FBI
Special Agent Ava McLane, still recovering from a bullet wound, hunts the twisted killer alongside the man who
captured her heart, police detective Mason Callahan. But once a third body appears and all evidence points to a
serial killer, the public furiously clamors for answers and the couple s relationship grows fractured under the
pressure. Ava and Mason search in the past for clues that predict the future. And when Ava s mentally ill twin
spins out of control, the FBI agent who battles monsters every day wonders if she shares her sister s selfdestructive streak In the latest thrilling romantic suspense novel from award-winning author Kendra Elliot, the
past and the present violently collide and the fallout can be deadly."
Abandoned Cody McFadyen 2010 Investigating the works of a serial killer for hire who kills wives and effectively
hides all evidence until the cases are closed, FBI Special Agent Smoky Barrett and her team fight to crack his
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operation and discover that he may be targeting Smoky. By the author of The Face of Death. Reprint.

Unseen (with bonus novella "Busted") Karin Slaughter 2013-07-02 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • With the
bonus story “Busted” Karin Slaughter’s novels featuring detective Will Trent are utterly riveting and
masterfully drawn. Unseen pits detectives, lovers, and enemies against one another in an unforgettable standoff
between righteous courage and deepest evil. Will Trent is a Georgia Bureau of Investigation agent whose latest
case has him posing as Bill Black, a scary ex-con who rides a motorcycle around Macon, Georgia, and trails an air
of violence wherever he goes. The cover has worked and he has caught the eye of a wiry little drug dealer who
thinks he might be a useful ally. But undercover and cut off from the support of the woman he loves, Sara Linton,
Will finds his demons catching up with him. Although she has no idea where Will has gone, or why, Sara herself has
come to Macon because of a cop shooting: Her stepson, Jared, has been gunned down in his own home. Sara holds
Lena, Jared’s wife, responsible: Lena, a detective, has been a magnet for trouble all her life, and Jared’s shooting is
not the first time someone Sara loved got caught in the crossfire. Furious, Sara finds herself involved in the same
case that Will is working without even knowing it, and soon danger is swirling around both of them. In a novel of
fierce intensity, shifting allegiances, and shocking twists, two investigations collide with a conspiracy straddling
both sides of the law. Karin Slaughter’s latest is both an electrifying thriller and a piercing study of human
nature: what happens when good people face the unseen evils in their lives. BONUS: This edition includes an excerpt
from Karin Slaughter's Cop Town. Praise for Unseen “Slaughter’s most powerful book to date . . . No one writes
like Slaughter. . . . Her words fairly growl on paper but yet her descriptions of relationships are tear inducing. This
may make her an anomaly but she is the best damn anomaly writing books today. Make sure you read Unseen.”—The
Huffington Post “Compelling . . . [Slaughter] balances a complex plot with believable twists while sensitively
exploring her realistic characters' emotions and problems.”—South Florida Sun-Sentinel “An emotional roller
coaster ride . . . fast-paced and edge-of-your seat . . . Slaughter is brilliant.”—Wichita Falls Times Record News
“Superb and emotionally wrenching . . . The despicable nature of the crimes being investigated only serves to enhance
Will’s innate goodness and humanity. Current series fans will be delighted, and newcomers to Slaughter’s work
will find a new obsession.”—Library Journal “Slaughter plunges readers into the action from the get-go with her
electrifying ability to write suspenseful, riveting confrontations between cops and criminals, all while deepening
the backstories of her longtime series leads. Another intense read, on multiple levels, from the ever-reliable
Slaughter.”—Booklist “Tense and densely plotted . . . The twisted plot and shocking reveals remind readers why
Slaughter remains a dominant voice in crime fiction.”—Publishers Weekly
The Watcher Charlotte Link 2013-09-26 ***16 MILLION COPIES SOLD*** 'A brilliant novel with compelling
characters' Sunday Times Carla Roberts lives alone in a high-rise in Hackney. The lift keeps stopping on her floor,
but nobody gets out. Days later, she's found brutally murdered. Samson Segal has taken to spying on his
neighbours, particularly beautiful and successful Gillian Ward. And when Gillian's daughter finds herself locked
out the house, Samson takes her in. But her lack of appreciation makes him angry, and he vents to his diary, unaware
that his sister-in-law cracked his password long ago... When Gillian's husband is murdered, Samson finds himself
under intense scrutiny. And the only man making any progress on the case shouldn't be working on it. Yet he's the
only one who believes Samson is innocent...
Retribution Jilliane Hoffman 2005-01-27 One rainy night in New York City, outstanding law student Chloe
Larson wakes from a terrible nightmare. But it's not a nightmare - it's real. Not only is she savagely violated in
her own bedroom, Chloe then has to deal with the horror of nobody being brought to justice. Twelve years later a
very different Chloe is forging a formidable reputation in the Miami Dade State Attorney's Office, as a vicious
serial killer nicknamed Cupid terrorises Florida - tearing out his tortured victim's hearts while they're still
conscious. When the police stop a driver on the McArthur Causeway and a mutilated corpse is found in his trunk,
it seems the hunt for Cupid is finally over. But as Chloe begins the task of prosecuting the suspect, she soon
realises that this case will be anything but easy. Because her past is about to force itself on her present - and the
terror is only just beginning. Sometimes there's a price to be paid for justice. And sometimes that price is awful.
Revenge could cost Chloe her sanity. The truth could cost her her life. THE PAST. THE PRESENT. THE TERROR.
Shadow Sands Robert Bryndza 2021-06-08
Stillhouse Lake Rachel Caine 2017-07 An Amazon Charts most-read book. Gina Royal is the definition of average-a shy Midwestern housewife with a happy marriage and two adorable children. But when a car accident reveals her
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husband's secret life as a serial killer, she must remake herself as Gwen Proctor--the ultimate warrior mom. With
her ex now in prison, Gwen has finally found refuge in a new home on remote Stillhouse Lake. Though still the
target of stalkers and Internet trolls who think she had something to do with her husband's crimes, Gwen dares to
think her kids can finally grow up in peace. But just when she's starting to feel at ease in her new identity, a body
turns up in the lake--and threatening letters start arriving from an all-too-familiar address. Gwen Proctor must
keep friends close and enemies at bay to avoid being exposed--or watch her kids fall victim to a killer who takes
pleasure in tormenting her. One thing is certain: she's learned how to fight evil. And she'll never stop.
Safe House Chris Ewan 2012-12-11 A brilliant thriller from the author of the acclaimed Good Thief's Guide series
asks, how can a beautiful woman simply vanish? When Rob Hale wakes up in a hospital after a motorcycle crash,
his first thought is for the gorgeous blonde, Lena, who was on the back of his bike. The doctors and police,
however, insist that he was alone at the scene. The shock of the accident must have made him imagine Lena,
especially since his description of her resembles his late sister, Laura. Convinced that Lena is as real as he is, Rob
teams up with Rebecca Lewis, a London-based PI who has a mysterious connection to Laura—and learns that even
a close-knit community like the Isle of Man can hide dangerous secrets that will not stay safe forever. Chris
Ewan's Safe House "is an exciting, well crafted thriller, with flashes of real humour and insight." (SJ Bolton).
The Hanging Girl Jussi Adler-Olsen 2016-12-27 New York Times and internationally bestselling author Jussi
Adler-Olsen delivers an exhilarating mystery in the Department Q series, featuring Detective Carl M rck and his
enigmatic assistants, Assad and Rose. In the middle of his usual hard-won morning nap in the basement of police
headquarters, Carl M rck, head of Department Q, receives a call from a colleague working on the Danish island of
Bornholm. Carl is dismissive when he realizes that a new case is being foisted on him, but a few hours later, he
receives some shocking news that leaves his headstrong assistant Rose more furious than usual. Carl has no
choice but to lead Department Q into the tragic cold case of a vivacious seventeen-year-old girl who vanished
from school, only to be found dead hanging high up in a tree. The investigation will take them from the remote island
of Bornholm to a strange sun-worshipping cult, where Carl, Assad, Rose, and newcomer Gordon attempt to stop
a string of new murders and a skilled manipulator who refuses to let anything—or anyone—get in the way.

Eeny Meeny M. J. Arlidge 2015-06-02 The “dark, twisted, thought-provoking”* international bestseller—first in
the series featuring Detective Helen Grace. Two people are abducted, imprisoned, and left with a gun. As hunger and
thirst set in, only one walks away alive. It’s a game more twisted than any Detective Helen Grace has ever seen. If
she hadn’t spoken with the shattered survivors herself, she almost wouldn’t believe them. Helen is familiar with the
dark sides of human nature, including her own, but this case—with its seemingly random victims—has her baffled.
But as more people go missing, nothing will be more terrifying than when it all starts making sense.... *#1 New York
Times bestseller Tami Hoag
The Judas Game Ethan Cross 2016-10-04 When a correctional officer climbs to the top of his watchtower and
opens fire on the inmates and guards, federal investigator Marcus Williams and serial killer Francis Ackerman Jr.
must join forces again to unearth the truth behind the incident. What they find is a serial killer using the prison as
his hunting grounds. But the Judas Killer's ambitions don't end with a few murders. He wants to go down in history
and has no reason left to live.With Ackerman undercover among the inmates and Marcus tracking down the
mastermind on the outside, the team must learn the identity of the Judas Killer and stop a full-scale uprising that
he's orchestrated. But the more they learn about what's happening at the prison and why the more enemies they
must face. From inside the overrun facility, Marcus and Ackerman must save the hostages and stop an elaborate
escape attempt while trying to determine how a rival corporation, the leader of one of the world's most
dangerous criminal organizations, and an inmate with no identity only known as Demon fit into the Judas Killer's
plans.Launching a bold new cycle of novels featuring The Shepherd Organization, The Judas Game is searing,
mesmerizing fiction--it's Ethan Cross at his very best.
Crimson Shore Douglas Preston 2015-11-10 A secret chamber. A mysterious shipwreck. A murder in the desolate
salt marshes. A seemingly straightforward private case turns out to be much more complicated-and sinister-than
Special Agent A.X.L. Pendergast ever could have anticipated. Pendergast, together with his ward Constance
Greene, travels to the quaint seaside village of Exmouth, Massachusetts, to investigate the theft of a priceless
wine collection. But inside the wine cellar, they find something considerably more disturbing: a bricked-up niche that
once held a crumbling skeleton. Pendergast and Constance soon learn that Exmouth is a town with a very dark and
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troubled history, and this skeleton may be only the first hint of an ancient transgression, kept secret all these
years. But they will discover that the sins of the past are still very much alive. Local legend holds that during
the 1692 witch trials in Salem, the real witches escaped, fleeing north to Exmouth and settling deep in the
surrounding salt marshes, where they continued to practice their wicked arts. Then, a murdered corpse turns up in
the marshes. The only clue is a series of mysterious carvings. Could these demonic symbols bear some relation to
the ancient witches' colony, long believed to be abandoned? A terrible evil lurks beneath the surface of this sleepy
seaside town-one with deep roots in Exmouth's grim history. And it may be that Constance, with her own troubled
past, is the only one who truly comprehends the awful danger that she, Pendergast, and the residents of Exmouth
must face . . .
Mean Streak Sandra Brown 2014-08-19 In this New York Times bestselling thriller, a doctor is kidnapped in the
mountain wilderness after a fight with her husband -- and as the FBI closes in, she must make dangerous choices to
survive. Dr. Emory Charbonneau, a pediatrician and marathon runner, disappears on a mountain road in North
Carolina minutes after an argument with her husband Jeff. But by the time he reports her missing, the trail has
(literally) gone cold. Fog and ice encapsulate the wilderness and freeze the search. While police suspect Jeff of
"instant divorce," Emory regains consciousness only to find herself the captive of a man whose violent past is so
dark he won't even tell her his name. She's willing to take any risks necessary to survive. But before she can escape,
the two encounter dangerous people who adhere to their own code of justice. A desperate young woman is caught
at the center of a dispute, and Emory can't bring herself to look the other way, even if it means breaking the law.
Rising tension and barely restrained passion blurs the lines between right and wrong, and Emory begins to wonder if
the man with no name is the one who has rescued her from death . . . and from heartbreak. Combining the nail-biting
suspense and potent storytelling that has made Sandra Brown one of the world's best-loved authors, Mean
Streak is a wildly compelling novel about love, deceit, and the choices we must make when our lives are on the line.
Goldstein Volker Kutscher 2018-10-23 The Basis for the International TV Sensation Babylon Berlin One of
CrimeReads's Favorite Crime Books of the Year (Selected by Paul French) “[Kutscher's] trick is ingenious...He's
created a portrait of an era through the lense of genre fiction.”—The New York Times Volker Kutscher, author of
the international bestseller Babylon Berlin, continues his Gereon Rath Mystery series with Goldstein as a police
inspector investigates the crime and corruption of a decadent 1930s Berlin in the shadows of the growing Nazi
movement. Berlin, 1931. A power struggle is taking place in Berlin's underworld. The American gangster Abraham
Goldstein is in residence at the Hotel Excelsior. As a favour to the FBI, the police put him under surveillance with
Detective Gereon Rath on the job. As Rath grows bored and takes on a private case for his seedy pal Johann
Marlow, he soon finds himself in the middle of a Berlin street war. Meanwhile Rath's on-off girlfriend, Charly, lets a
young woman she is interrogating escape, and soon her investigations cross Rath's from the other side. Berlin is a
divided city where two worlds are about to collide: the world of the American gangster and the expanding world
of Nazism.
The March Fallen Volker Kutscher 2020-09-10 1933: A homeless veteran is found dead under railway arches in
Berlin; apparently killed by an army dagger. Gereon Rath is brought onto the case just as the Reichstag
mysteriously burns down. Unsettled by the Nazis' tightening grip; he and Charlotte Ritter must also contend with
their political colleagues. The new Germany is frightening; but police work must go on even among book-burning and
marching; rising paranoia and fear.
The Scarred Woman Jussi Adler-Olsen 2017 The New York Times and #1 internationally bestselling author of The
Keeper of Lost Causes delivers his most captivating and suspenseful Department Q novel yet--perfect for fans of
Stieg Larsson. Detective Carl M rck of Department Q, Copenhagen's cold cases division, meets his toughest
challenge yet when the dark, troubled past of one of his own team members collides with a sinister unsolved murder.
In a Copenhagen park the body of an elderly woman is discovered. The case bears a striking resemblance to another
unsolved homicide investigation from over a decade ago, but the connection between the two victims confounds the
police. Across town a group of young women are being hunted. The attacks seem random, but could these brutal
acts of violence be related? Detective Carl M rck of Department Q is charged with solving the mystery. Back at
headquarters, Carl and his team are under pressure to deliver results: failure to meet his superiors' expectations
will mean the end of Department Q. Solving the case, however, is not their only concern. After an earlier
breakdown, their colleague Rose is still struggling to deal with the reemergence of her past--a past in which a
terrible crime may have been committed. It is up to Carl, Assad, and Gordon to uncover the dark and violent truth
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at the heart of Rose's childhood before it is too late.
All the Wrong Places Joy Fielding 2019-03-12 Four women—friends, family, rivals—turn to online dating for
companionship, only to find themselves in the crosshairs of a tech-savvy killer using an app to target his victims in
this harrowing thriller from the New York Times bestselling author of See Jane Run and The Bad Daughter. Online
dating is risky—will that message be a sweet greeting or an unsolicited lewd photo? Will he be as handsome in real
life as he is in his photos, or were they taken ten years and twenty pounds ago? And when he asks you to go home
with him, how do you know it’s safe? The man calling himself “Mr. Right Now” in his profile knows that his perfect
hair, winning smile, and charming banter put women at ease, silencing any doubts they might have about going back
to his apartment. There, he has a special evening all planned out: steaks, wine, candlelight . . . and, by the end of the
night, pain and a slow, agonizing death. Driven to desperation—by divorce, boredom, infidelity, a beloved husband’s
death—a young woman named Paige, her cousin and rival Heather, her best friend, Chloe, and her mother, Joan, all
decide to try their hand at online dating. They each download an app, hoping to right-swipe their way to love and
happiness. But one of them unwittingly makes a date with the killer, starting the clock on a race to save her life.
New York Times bestselling author Joy Fielding has written a complex, electrifying thriller about friendship,
jealousy, and passion—a deadly combination.
The Ice Twins S. K. Tremayne 2015-01-29 One of Sarah’s daughters died. But can she be sure which one? *THE
SUNDAY TIMES NUMBER ONE BESTSELLING NOVEL* A terrifying psychological thriller perfect for fans of THE
GIRL ON THE TRAIN.

Pretty Little Things Jilliane Hoffman 2011-05 When thirteen-year-old Lainey fails to come home from a night out
with friends, her disappearance is dismissed by the Coral Springs Police Department as just another disillusioned
South Florida teen running away from suburban drama and an unhappy ...
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